Bond & Molecular Polarity
You were taught earlier this chapter that covalent compounds share electrons. Sometimes, **both atoms have the same (or a small difference in) pull or attraction for the shared electrons.** When this happens a **non-polar bond** is formed. It is called non-polar because there is **no pull of the electrons to any one atom, or pole**. Although non-polar bonds mostly occur when electrons are shared between atoms of the same element, they can occur between atoms of different elements when the electronegativity difference is less than 0.4.
The other type of covalent bond is a polar covalent bond. Polar covalent bonds occur when the electrons that are shared between two atoms are pulled towards one end or pole. In a polar covalent bond the electronegativity difference between the two atoms sharing the electrons is between 0.5 and 1.6. When the electronegativity difference between elements is greater, the bond is ionic. You were taught earlier this year that in an ionic bond electrons are gained and lost, not shared.
We are focusing on covalent compounds this chapter so for now the following rules apply:

I. Determining Whether a Bond is Polar or Non-polar

1. After drawing a molecule’s structural formula, write down each of the different bonds in the molecule.
2. Use your periodic table to determine the electronegativity of each element in the bond.
3. Calculate the difference between the two electronegativity values.
4. Using the chart to the right, determine if the bond is polar covalent, non-polar covalent, or ionic.

The numbers in the chart are only a reference. A bond does not automatically change from being non-polar to polar when the electronegativity value becomes greater than 0.4. Instead, polarity is a gradual change that increases as the electronegativity difference increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronegativity Difference</th>
<th>Type of Bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0 - 0.4</td>
<td>Non-Polar Covalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 - 2.0</td>
<td>Polar Covalent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Determining Whether a Molecule is Polar or Non-Polar

Answer the following questions:

**Question 1:** Is there AT LEAST one polar bond?
If No – The molecule is **Non-Polar**.
If Yes (Go to question 2)

**Question 2:** Is the molecule symmetrical?
If Yes – The Molecule is **Non-Polar**
If No – The Molecule is **Polar**.
Note: Symmetry only exists when the same atom is at all available bonding sites. A molecule is NOT symmetrical if there are unshared electrons on the central atom UNLESS the shape of the molecules is linear or square planar.